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CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(gavel). . .The Policy Committee for the Council of the County of Maui shall
come to order. This is its regular meeting of 2, November, 2011. The Chair will note this
morning, present are all Members of the Committee, starting with Vice-Chairman Carroll, and
Members Baisa -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Good morning.
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CHAIR HOKANIA: --Cochran -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Aloha.
CHAIR HOKANIA: --Couch -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Morning.
CHAIR HOKANIA: --Mateo, Victorino -COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Good morning, Chair.
CHAIR HOKANIA: --White -COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Good morning.
CHAIR HOKANIA: --and Pontanilla.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Good morning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, we have been advised that there is no request for testimony at this time.
The Chair will allow a few more moments to allow public testimony should there be a request.
However, the Committee will start its work on the items that we have agendized for today.
ITEM POL-10(3): PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENTS (OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
AUDITOR) (C.C. 09-229, C.C. 11-143)

CHAIR HOKAMA: So let me direct you to Policy Item 10(3). We are in receipt of a County
Communications 09-229, from former colleague Mike Molina, relating to a proposed Charter
amendments, also by County Communication 11-143, from Mr. White, who has transmitted a
proposed resolution entitled, PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE REVISED CHARTER
OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI (1983), AS AMENDED, TO ESTABLISH AN OFFICE OF THE
COUNTY AUDITOR. So, Members, this morning, it is your Chair's intention to have
discussion on it. We will, as part of the process, eventually receive a report from the current
Charter Commission stating their findings and recommendations, and this Committee will have
the purview of reviewing once, once it receives that report from the Commissioners. At this
time, I'll ask Mr. White if he has any comments he'd like to share with the Members at this time
regarding his proposal?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I submitted this after listening to remarks by this
body about making sure that we were getting to the bottom of issues, and you know, part of it
came up when the Cost of Government Commission brought to us the automobile issue. And
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they did some, you know, wonderful work on that and, and as a result, we all made a, you know,
with Joe's leadership on the budget, we made certain that no personal vehicles were, were
approved. And so I, I felt it was appropriate for us to look at joining the other counties by having
an auditor at our disposal to look into various concerns that we might have or that the public
might have, and, and to create a position that was as autonomous as it could be from, from both
us and, and as importantly, the Administration. And because we're responsible for crafting the
budget, obviously it's important for us to be involved in the selection process and, and yet, by
appointing that person for a six-year term, it ensures that they're not necessarily going to be
feeling as though they need to answer just to us. They can challenge us if they, if they choose
and I think that's an important element of it. In the, in the ensuing months since this was
presented, it has been taken up by the Charter Commission, and the, the concern I have with the
Charter Commission's approach, is that they have this and they have the auditor being hired and
managed by the Cost of Government Commission. And on its face that sounds like a very, you
know, a very good thing because these are all people that work very hard and have a focus on
helping the public understand what government does and, and get to the bottom of things. But
the reality is, Chairman, that this body is responsible for the County budget and helping run the
County, and I think the, the cost of the.. .the Charter Commission... (clears throat)... excuse me,
is looking at the fact that this is like, or the Cost of Government Commission is like, for instance,
the Police Commission, where they hire the Police Chief and they run the Department. But that's
not the case with the Cost of Government Commission as it's currently laid out. It's staffed by
the Mayor's Office, which is not a problem, except that the Cost of Government Commission
doesn't run the County, they don't have any responsibility for the budget, and they don't answer
directly to the public. So, the Police Commission hires the Police Chief and basically runs the
Police Department, and similarly, we should be the ones that are in charge of hiring and having
the opportunity to relieve the auditor if the work performed is not being done properly. So, with
that, I wait to hear the.. .my colleagues' comments and, and perspectives, and thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. White, for your opening comments. Before I ask our
other Committee members for some thoughts and comments on this item, is there any requests
for public testimony, Staff?
MS. FRIAS: No, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Members, you have heard Staff saying that there is no request for public
testimony, so for today's meeting of November 2, 2011, with no objections, the Chair shall close
public testimony for all items agendized for today.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Members, so ordered. Mr. Pontanilla, any thoughts on, on this item
you'd like to share as our Budget Chairman?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Sure. I, I, I think my colleague here had, you know, pretty much
covered everything, and what I was going to say was in regards to the findings of the Cost of
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Government. And yes, you know, one of the biggest example that we had was the, the vehicles
actually, you know, having them, you know, looking at the vehicles as one area that we should be
really taking a really good look because of the number of vehicles that we had...we have at this
time. I know the audit is still being done. Once we get the final report then we'll see how this
County stack up as far as the number of vehicles that we have. You know, there's other things
that we can use the auditor for, and you and I know, you know, several years ago, in regards to
what was happening down the stadium. And, and those kind of stuff that, you know, can be
looked at by this auditor to ensure that there's, you know, process is not circumvent. And, and
that's the biggest thing that we found in, in that, in that regards at the Maehara Stadium. So, you
know, the proposal, you know, I have no problems with it. I fully support the six years; it, it
doesn't, you know...every four years we change a mayor and, and this auditor will be a holdover
for any new mayor that's coming in so, I fully support the proposal as, as far as creating the
auditor position for the County of Maui.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Mr. Carroll, any thoughts you wish to share?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. When I was on the Council the last time, we were all
concerned about the same things we're concerned about now. And I think this is really good.
Last time we talked about vehicles, that was brought up, and it was brought up at that time that
MEO tracks their vehicles, you know, when it was bought, and what the mileage is, they know
the.. .the date it's to be replaced, they know who's using it and we wanted the County to be able
to do the same thing. Well, it's been, what, four, five, six, six years now, and I don't see
anything, really. So, I'm looking forward to having this as a tool to keep us better informed so
that we can better spend our people's money. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you. Ms. Baisa, any thoughts?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, of course. Thank you very much, Chair. I've been, you know,
sitting back and watching the debate about this, but for me, although I understand the financial
constraints that we're operating under and the reluctance to establish another office, and
whatever, it's the story of sometimes you spend money to make money. And it's been my
experience that evaluation, monitoring, auditing, and people, you know, taking a look at what
is.. .an independent look, at what is being done, generally proves to be very healthy. Because,
you know, new eyes and folks that are not involved in the day-to-day operations, come in and
they have a fresh look and they may see things that nobody else is seeing, 'cause that's the way
we always do it. And so I think, you know, with the experience that I think we've all had, which
is amazing when we look at the work that's done by our State auditor, you know, it's just
amazing what this woman has been able to, you know, look into and find areas where things
really need to be improved. I think it's a very positive step and I think that the electorate would
be very happy to know that we have another independent pair of eyes looking at us. You know,
they need to be reassured that somebody is watching and that this person is independent, fair, and
will report things the way they are to us, so then we have the responsibility to follow up on that
report. So, while I know it's controversial, I think it's a very good beginning to help us as we
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venture more into better accountability for public money. So, I think I can support it. Thank
you.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And I fully concur with my fellow Members
who have spoken thus far. I think this is definitely needed in this government and, you know, I, I
love the whereas item 2, in regards, you know, the, the intent...what it's designed to do is to
safeguard public assets against loss from waste, fraud, error, and to promote efficient operations,
encourage adherence to prescribed management policies. I think that definitely, we need that
neutral set of eyes, and as Ms. Baisa had pointed to, to look thoroughly into all of that. So, with
that, my comment is, I highly support this and would love to see this move forward. Thank you,
Chair.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Chair. I, I agree with a lot of what my colleagues have to
say, as far as the need for this kind of position. My biggest concern, as Ms. Baisa mentioned, is
we're, you know, we're forming another whole office, another whole department when we're
trying to downsize through attrition and whatnot. So, in one hand, we're saying, yeah, let's
downsize everybody. On the other hand, we're saying, oh well, except for us. So, I'm a little
concerned about that. And next thing is, how many staff are we going to have in that? Is that...
'cause you could audit all the departments at once if you wanted to. My thought would be, how
'bout a consultant when we see a need. We see a need right now for the vehicle thing, so we can
hire a consultant. There's no OPEB that we have to deal with, no.. .you know, all the other fringe
things that we have to deal with if we hire somebody in-house. If, if it's an independent
contractor that's great. That's the next thing I have to, to talk about, independence. If we hire
them, are they really independent? If we hire them, who's going to audit us? So, we have to
figure out a way that it's a balance that everybody can hire somebody who is truly independent,
not at the whims of one or the other, the Administration or the Council. Those, those are the
concerns I have, is it some, somehow be a joint or possibly an elected, if we're going to go this
way, maybe an elected position. I don't know. Because if it's appointed by the Administration,
then it's seen as the Administration's. If it's appointed by us, it's seen as us. If it's kind of a joint
thing, and I'm not sure how we could do that, then it's more independent, then I can see how it
could be more independent. So, those are my concerns. Yes, we do need it. All the other
counties have it, and I know especially, Chair, you're, you, you say we're Maui and we, we
should be on our own, but in this case, this seems like something that we need to do, but we have
to do it very cautiously, in my opinion. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Thank you, Chairman. I, I guess the subject matter has been around
for, for a while. Other Councils have discussed the merits of, and you know, at, at this point, I
think we've reached a time when we really need to be serious in addressing the ability of an
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auditor and how it could best help us improve departmental flows as well as financial and, and
service program flows and considerations. I, I, I, I think Mr. White was very specific and
succinct in reviewing his proposal. I support the proposal. I think the time has come. I do know
the Charter Commission's discussion on their proposal does look at that...their Commission
being the appointing authority; however, there's also a consideration that with an auditor's
position, we may not need a Cost of Government Committee, because that really is the charge of
the auditor to look at total program and services along with a department to, to take care of that
particular consideration. You know, I share Mr. Couch's concern of how do we finance this? It's
always going to be an issue, but I think the time has come for us to move and I think for me it's
easy to support a proposal like this because there is a lot more benefit. And the benefit of
understanding the efficiencies of our departments and programs and services, I believe will result
in cost savings to us that can be applied to this auditor's department or the auditor's operation.
So, I, I, I'm, I'm ready, I'm ready to help support a proposal like this and move it forward,
Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino, your thoughts, please?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, when you the last one there's not much thoughts left, right?
So -CHAIR HOKAMA: I got a lot to say when it's my turn.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --everybody else had...
... (Laughter)...

COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Well, your thoughts and my thoughts may meet in some areas. I
agree that it's time for an auditor. I still think the auditor has to be independent of both the
Council and the Administration, that's why I favor, to a degree, an outside entity, just like the
Police Commission, like the.. .Public Fire Safety Commission, you know, these guys are
independent. They're appointed, but we approve `um, they're independent, and so if they've got
to investigate us, they gotta investigate the Administration, they gotta investigate any aspect of
government, hmm, you know, there's no possibility of, of favoritism being issued by saying, you
know, they hired `um, see, that's what happens. So, I, I believe, you know, if we want to do it
right, I have no problem with terms, I don't have problems with salaries, I don't have a problem
in setting up the office, staffing it, so long as it can work, what I call, relatively independent of
any of the governmental bodies. If we're going to have an auditor, I'd like to see 'em as
independent as possible. Having the provision that if for any reason we determine that there is
ineffectiveness, maybe even a point where there is some collusion or other things that may come
up and that needs to be addressed, two-thirds majority of us to remove him still could be a
possibility, you know. But I don't want where any auditor just like they recently tried to put the
Fire Chief back under the Mayor, as you well know, Mr. Chair, we used to have different Fire
Chiefs every time we had a new mayor. There's some consistency because it's done Public
Safety and Fire. And I think, that's why...that's my only concern. The monies and all that, oh
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yeah, we gotta go find it, but we've found it before so we can do it again. So, beyond that, the
rest of it, I can...you know, I like the performances, I like the idea of audits being positive, to
make positive changes or to complement, or to plagiarize from one department to the next,
because this department does it so well, we can implement in other departments the same
methodologies. So audits are really better in the sense of looking at it from a perspective of it'll
show us good things and point out where we can improve in areas we, we need to. So, overall,
Mr. Chair, I can support the concept. I have little concerns about the appointment by Council, by
Administration. I still think it should be an independent, if it's Salary Commission, whatever,
somebody that's independent. And those people by taking in...bringing in an auditor, those
people, Ms. Baisa mentioned, new faces, new ideas. When you have an auditor sometimes, after
three, four, five years, maybe they get stuck in the mud, they don't see the trees from the forest,
whatever you may want.. .terminology you want to use. So having outside influences from the
business and the public's perspective, I think is good. Because they can point out things that
maybe even the auditor starts to not see, they're blinded by... So, that's my take on it, Mr. Chair,
I can support the overall proposal, I just...I would like to see a few changes in that respect.
Beyond that, I'm good to go. I think the.. .definitely something needed, long overdue. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Okay. Yes, Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. Chair, there's been several references here
to cost, including myself.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Do we have any idea of what it would cost to set up this office? It might
be something for us to consider as we vote on this.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Your Chair chose not to —
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Not to.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --to put that.. .get that information yet to.. .1 just want to do my temperature check
and you know, seems there's enough heat in the thermometer for us to go get that additional
information now. 'Cause my intent is to defer this item, not to ask you for a decision today,
Members. I think it is good that finally the, the.. .you are, as the Members of a sitting Council
get to share some points of view regarding this proposal. As your Chairman, I will state that this
can also be done by ordinance. We are not required to establish this by Charter, you know,
maybe a first step would be an ordinance created...and again, Members, what I have advocated
for almost 15, 20 years has been for a legislative auditor. Okay. And I say that because just like
Ms. Higa, who is the State Auditor, Legislative Auditor, the audit function is to support the
Legislative Branch's effort for accountability. It is not a separate branch of government. It is not
an independent branch of government. It is a function and tool of the Legislative Branch. We
are tasked to be accountable of the people's money. We are tasked to investigate and report
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thereof those expenditures and expenses, not an independent appointed body called Cost of
Government. The Council is tasked by Charter with those responsibilities. I for one will not
support giving away Council's authority and mandated responsibilities to an appointed entity.
We are the ones that hold. .whose feet are held accountable to the electorate, every election.
And I say that because, Members, eventually, those findings of the audit will impact how you
make decisions on future appropriations, and I believe that as this County has grown from the
Board of Supervisor days to this Council, you know, our population's grown, the government has
grown, it is not as easy for the Legislative Branch to do its responsibilities that the people expect
us to do because we have grown in scale like everything else. You know, when you had the
Board of Supervisors, those nine people ran the departments, the super. .that's why they were
called "supervisors", they actually ran departments. And people wanted to be Chairman of
Public Works, 'cause they ran Public Works Department, you know, for those of us remember
those good old days, as the phrase goes. But I share these points with you, Members, because
again, when you look at the Charter and what the Charter holds us responsible for on
accountability investigations, it is clearly tasked to us. I see the auditor as a tool to support our
efforts. You know, I served on Cost of Government too. It was interesting. We were directed to
what the Administration wanted us to go review, not what the people wanted or the Council
wanted. It was what the Admin wanted. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. That's a great answer to my question, but
there's a little, little more to what I was trying to find out.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Please, please -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --continue.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: First of all, you know, I was interested in the cost and, and I, I realized,
you know, I heard your answer about that being for another day. But I think as part that, as we
take another step, I'd be interested in knowing, 'cause you know, often things will come up
during the year -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --that we want to know a little bit more about and we want to study
something, or we want to ask questions about it, and we spend money to hire consultants to do
that.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I think that it would be interesting to see how much of that there is that
we could avoid by having a person of our own to do it.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: That's a great question, and, and we will follow up -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: So that's the second part of the question.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --we will follow up on that, great question -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --great question. And again, yeah, as, you know your Chairman understands how
Ms. Higa has operated in the past, once receiving a request or a direction from either the House
or the Senate or both Houses, she moves forward, and normally, they contract out to do the initial
legwork and groundwork of receiving and gathering facts and information. Once that phase is
done, her and her staff starts compiling and putting together the report, and eventually at the end
of the process in the third phase, she will then put her findings together and submit her official
report to the respective House or Houses of, of the State Legislature regarding her findings and
conclusions. So, even she has in, has you know, practiced hiring out third parties to assist her in
fulfilling her requirements to the Legislature. So, you know, your point Mr. Couch, you know, I,
I still see the auditor, not being, you know, totally a professional in every field will need to, at
times, utilize funds from the, this Council to secure the professional specifics in that particular
field. You know, I think every department should randomly be audited and not necessarily
because we want to find something wrong. I think if they're doing something right, we should
commend them and say, why can't other departments do certain things that this department has
found a way to make even better? You know, everybody thinks that an audit is a negative thing.
I'm with Mr. Victorino. We have found that it can be such a positive thing because we do things
very well too among the other 2,200 counties in the country, we do some things very
outstanding, particularly in senior services. I think we are one of the best in the whole country
regarding senior services. We should be proud of that. I think our audit would verify that, but
there are areas where we need to know and how to make appropriate financial adjustments to
save resources and put it where we need to so, you know, that is what I have envisioned over the
last, you know, decade or two about a legislative auditor, Members. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. I appreciate your comments and I...having looked into the
way the State Legislative Auditor works, I just wanted to let you know, let the Members know
what it says on their site, that the delegates envisioned an auditor who would help eliminate
waste, inefficiency in government, provide the Legislature with a check against the powers of the
Executive Branch and ensure that public funds are expended according to legislative intent. So,
thank you for correcting us on that. The thing I have a concern about is, they have to have a joint
session of all 76, 75 members and two-thirds appoint and two-thirds fire. With, with 75 people,
that's, that's a little bit more difficult, A and B less influential on individual.. .by an individual
legislator, because the next line says to ensure independence from undue pressure from
individual legislators, the Executive Branch and forces outside government, the, the constitution
specifies that the auditor be appointed for an eight-year term by a majority vote, each house and
in joint session, and may be removed only for cause by a two-thirds vote of the members in joint
session. So, for 76, 75 that's good; for nine, there can be undue influence, 'cause I know, you
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know, some, some Members have some pretty good influence with the people out in the public
there, Mr. Hokama. ... (Chuckles)... But, but so somehow...
CHAIR HOKAMA: And again, yeah, Mr. Couch, maybe part of that is, you know, there's enough
collective brainpower in this Committee, and again, I foresee us going and getting additional
public comment.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, maybe part of the.. .while this should, well, should, in my opinion, still
be Council decision on who the auditor eventually is -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Uh-huh.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --he or her, there does not stop the Council from creating a type of selection
committee made of components that take care some of the concerns you are sharing with us this
morning. So, you know, you can have, you know, someone from the financial institution; the
guy has to have some understanding of money. You may have someone from the academics, the
educational component or what have you; they can give their advice. You can have somebody
from the business sector whether it be the Chamber or MEDB or whoever. We can have
someone from communities at large or nonprofit agencies at large to be part of a selection
process to maybe give the Council, like Judicial Selection Committee, give the hiring authority
X number of names for consideration, and then the Council can, if so chooses, go from that
proposed list of considerations. There's more than one way to -COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --do it to take care of some of the concerns that you rightly bring up, Mr. Couch.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: I think that's an excellent idea, selection committee, appointed by the
Council. I think that's a great idea.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You know, so there's ways to ensure some, you know.. .the ability of independence
but yet again, the auditor will still report to the Council is the intent. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair Hokama, and thank you for, you know, clarifying
some points there and the point you brought up about this, looking at this as a functioning tool of
this Legislative Branch. So, I just want to kind of refer to the last whereas in the proposal -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --where it notates that this particular auditor.. .office of the County CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --of the County auditor, undue influence by Legislative and
Executive Branches.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: So how do we separate that out if that's to be there? I mean...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, one of the ways that the legislature is done is that no, you know, the auditor,
the State auditor will not do anything on an individual request, so she responds to the body. So
she will either have an officially adopted House of Representatives resolution or a Senate
resolution or a concurrent of both the House and Senate that when passed by.. .would then direct
her or request her to perform certain requirements instead of 76 individuals coming to her with
their own request. No, it doesn't work that way.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: The auditor if...one of the ways we can do it, is the auditor will only respond to a
official Council request.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: As a whole? It comes from the whole body, not just particulars?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Instead of nine individual Members, -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: -- right, telling the auditor what -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --to do, no, only the Council will tell the auditor what to do.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And another follow-up, Chair? How are.. .how do the other
counties appoint or elect or...how are they all doing?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I believe Kauai, you know, I.. .maybe Mr. Pontanilla, he's our current HSAC rep.
He may or may not know, I mean, you know...
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Just to see how others do it and is it working.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. In my opinion though, yeah, the other counties have not utilized this tool -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Hm.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --to the level that I hope we would consider using this opportunity and tool for
which is to help us do the type of audits we need. It could be in financial specific, it could be a
performance type of audit that we require to see how operationally and administratively we, we
doing versus financially. I mean, you know, those of you that have companies and ran
businesses, you, Ms. Baisa, whatnot, I mean, you got good accountants, pretty much it is hard to
fail an financial audit -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --because you have disciplines and practices you have to do regardless -COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --you know, but the performance audit hopefully will tell us how to do things a
little bit...like the planning audit we had recently. If you look at, it even recommended how to
save efficiency of movement within the division by moving this here, doing this here, you
save.. .you know, you, you create a more efficient flow pattern of employees and the whole bit.
So, you know, those are, yeah, the kind of things I think we, we would be looking at.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Chairman?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
CHAIR HOKANIA: One second, Mr. Pontanilla -COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Oh, okay.
CHAIR HOKANIA: --Ms. Baisa first.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. Chair, I was just wondering and this may be something that is too
lengthy to discuss here but, you know, I remember as a child we had a County Auditor. Was that
the same kind of person and why did it...
CHAIR HOKAMA: That was, that was with the Board of Supervisor [sic] days, you're right -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --we had the County Attorney, we had County Auditor, County Treasurer -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: I remember, wasn't it Manuela Rodrigues or something like that?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: What happened? How come that went away?
CHAIR HOKAMA: When we became a chartered form of government, Ms. Baisa, as, as I understand
it, and what our, you know, previous County fathers and mothers explained to me, they were
either absorbed in different type of positions or whatnot or, or by the creation of Charter, was
given to other positions. If you look at the Charter and the, the responsibility of the Finance
Director, you will see they have some of the charges that the.. .or the County Treasurer had and
whatnot in the past. So, you know, they've.. .we've put it in other forms under chartered form of
governance from the Board of Supervisor [sic] days. But you absolutely right, we had all of
those and some of them were elected.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, they were. I remember all the campaigning.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah ... (chuckles)...
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: That name Manuela Rodrigues sticks in my head.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah. The days of carnation leis and Wells Park parades and bands and the whole
bit, yeah, those were the days, Ms. Baisa, absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Well...
CHAIR HOKAMA: And again, you know, and maybe the Charter Commission wants to think about
doing certain things that way too.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay.
CHAIR HOKAMA: But one of the big difference is from us and, like City and County is, we choose to
have the ability of the mayor to appoint and confirm our attorneys. If you notice, Honolulu
elects their prosecuting attorney versus our form of appointment. So, Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Thank you. I'm so happy that you have all this institutional
knowledge, you know -... (Laughter)...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: --and what Ms. Baisa had said is so true, yeah, we had County
auditor at one time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: County ... (inaudible)...
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: In, in regards to the money side, you know, I, I know we're not
going to discuss it today, but I think the 7 th floor has a pretty good idea how much it's going cost
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to staff an auditor's position. Yeah, we budgeted monies for, for doing audits, you know, and we
need to find out as far as the monies that we set aside. One thing I like though, you know, in
regards to having an auditor over here that works independently, you know from the Legislative
Branch is that, you know, we, we always have problems in regards to follow-ups. And I, I think
this position will ensure that whatever comes out of any audit, you know, it's going to be damn
sure that we, we do the recommendation. You know, we've done lot of audits and, and you
know, it's take us a number of years just to implement audits. So, I, I believe in the auditor's
position and, and, you know, as we have more discussion, then we can take a look at the financial
as far as trying to create a staff for, for the auditor's, well, office actually. So, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, yeah. And I also see it as assisting the Council Chair, whoever the
person may be, in, in crafting RF'Ps for the specific audits the Council directs the Chair to
perform on its behalf. You know, I, I worked on it for the Planning Committee performance
audit. Mr. Mateo is currently working on some for this current Council. I can see that person
being a helpful resource to help guide, and craft, and maintain consistency and fairness in how
the, the Legislative Branch follows through on the auditing performance. And, you know, I see it
as something that brings and keeps integrity definitely for the Legislative Branch but for the
County as a whole, that people going know we trying to, you know, use, use the money well.
And I think, maybe that is something that we could also ask is that auditors should maybe assist
the potential future Charter Commissions with some kind of financial analysis if they're going to
make changes. You know, I mean, when we added Department of Transportation, nobody did
one financial analysis. And when we went split Environmental Management from Public.. .we
didn't...nobody did one financial analysis, what it takes to make it happen. Okay. While
Honolulu was consolidating departments under Mayor Harris, we were expanding departments -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
CHAIR HOKAMA: --which was interesting differences of approach to local governance from two
sister counties, you know. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. Should this go through, which I think, I don't see that it
isn't going to go through, my...another concern would be that the Charter Commission also has
one on the ballot and if we have two on the ballot, it's going to be more confusing and nothing
will happen. Is there a way we can send a strong letter to the Charter Commission?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I politely, politely disagree with you because Council has, I believe, when
Ms... .former Mayor Tavares was our Chairman of, I forget what Committee, she put up a second
Charter proposal regarding the creation of Environmental.. .Department of Environmental
Management, so there was a Council's proposal and a Charter Commission proposal. It is
something the people has, has retained in their Charter is to allow this multiple submittals.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Well, I, I go back to, even before that, is the Water Department thing.
There was a huge confusion to the Water Department and it may have come through the
one.. .the one that Council wanted didn't come through, I don't think. I think it was the other
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one. So, there was a lot of confusion, I remember on the Water Department issue and I can
foresee something like this happening. But, you know, be that as it may, that's just another
concern I might have.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Somehow we can send a letter to the Charter Commission say, hey,
we're doing this, are you sure you want to follow through?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, and again, yeah, Mr., Mr. Stone is aware of our meeting today, he was kind
enough to, you know, stop by yesterday, you know, and give my office a courtesy call saying he
is.. .they are also working on a proposal, which I appreciate, you know, just one of the
Commission, you know, sharing that information. When I receive it from Chairman Stone of the
Commission, I will definitely disseminate it to all the Members of the Committee what they are
considering to put forth before the people. But as I say here, they will report...we will receive a
report from them that this Committee will post for a public meeting, open meeting and then we'll
be able to review the Commission's recommendations and suggestions also. And I tell you one
thing that I think the auditor, if we currently had it, would have assisted them, is on how are the
advantages and disadvantages of a bi-annual budget. Because the hardest thing for us is might
be.. .you know, if that goes on, I can see Mr. Pontanilla having budget amendment meetings
every single week in the second year. We get hard time certify for the first year. There's going
to be no certification of revenues for the second year. How you going to craft a number for the
second year people? Think about it. ... (Chuckles)... We're going to have a lot of placeholders
or plugged numbers because we have no clue what the next year's numbers going to be. So if
there's no more.. .yes, Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. As far as the autonomy of the auditor is concerned,
the way the bill is drafted now, the auditor has the authority to subpoena records -CHAIR HOKAMA: That's right.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --to subpoena people from any part of the government, including the
Council -CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --so the Council itself, under this bill, is, is.. .or can be audited by the
auditor as well, any Council office, individuals, et cetera. So...
CHAIR HOKAMA: If we expending people's money, we qualified to be audited also.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Absolutely. So, I think that, that should take care of any, any sense that
people have that, that we're simply controlling this auditor, because under this particular draft,
the auditor makes the decision as to what gets audited, who gets audited, and the degree of
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records that might be requested and subpoenaed if necessary. So, I think we're, we're headed in
the right direction, I believe, and I appreciate everybody's comments and all of them have been
very good. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Members, the Chair has received couple requests to follow up on this
matter, which I, I will do for the Committee's behalf. If there's nothing further, I'm, I would like
to defer this item, Members, and move on to the next agendized item. Any objection to deferring
this item?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS

(excused: JP).

CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you very much. We will note Mr. Pontanilla had to leave for a requirement
so the Chair will have Mr. Pontanilla excused for the remainder of this meeting.
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.

ITEM POL-10(4):

PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENTS (COUNCIL APPROVAL OF THE
MAYOR'S APPOINTMENT OF THE PLANNING DIRECTOR) (C.C. 09-229, C.C. 11-165)

ITEM POL-10(5):

PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENTS (COUNCIL APPROVAL OF THE
MAYOR'S APPOINTMENT OF THE DIRECTOR OF FINANCE) (C.C. 09-229, C.C. 11166)

CHAIR HOKAMA: Members, 10(4), again, you know, we had an earlier communication in 2009, from
Mr. Molina and now we have one, Council [sic] Communication 11-165 from our Chairman,
Mr. Mateo, who is PROPOSING AN AMENDMENT TO THE REVISED CHARTER OF THE
COUNTY OF MAUI (1983), AS AMENDED, TO REQUIRE COUNCIL APPROVAL OF THE
MAYOR'S APPOINTMENT OF THE PLANNING DIRECTOR. This is under Policy
Item 10(4) and I would ask Mr. Mateo if he would like to share some opening thoughts with us?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. And my comments will be
in...applicable to the item that'll follow as well.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: And, you know, it, it is what it is. During, during the early processes
that this body participated in through your leadership, Mr. Chairman, during the interview or the
approval process for the Water Director, Prosecuting Attorney, and Corporation Counsel, you
know, at the conclusion of that particular interview sessions, you know, it was real consistent
throughout this membership that it was a real good feel for us to have a better understanding of
the individual's capabilities. The individual was able to respond to a multitude of questions that
gave us, you know, a better insight of, of their abilities that established a free-flow discussion
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with the candidate and with that in mind and how successful I thought that process was for, for,
for all of us, Administration as well as the Council. There's additional positions that are equally
important as those three that we interview. One is the Planning, is, is the Planning Director, you
know, for I, I guess, the very basis of what this Department's head is responsible for, the future
direction of growth, you know, for our, for our County. And you, you know, as we also will be
referencing the Finance Director. This is number three in line in the event that the Mayor, you
know, cannot fulfill his responsibilities. And, and I just think it appropriate for us to have a
better feel and, and a, and a stronger comfort level, perhaps, of these individuals. Personally, I
think all department heads should go through this process, but for now, I, I believe that these two
in particular, you know, just adds to our ability to, to gain better insight and a better
understanding, I guess, of the ramifications of the job and how it actually will impact both
Administrative, Legislative and the public in general. So, you know, with that in mind, I just
submitted these two for considerations because, Mr. Chairman, it is what it is. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Victorino, any comments you'd like to share at this time?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you, Chair. And you know, I tend to agree with Chair
Mateo. There are definitely important components of our government and the two of them, and I
know we only discussing Planning, but the next one also, I think we have very capable and what
I call responsive leaders in those positions now. That doesn't ensure that will happen in the
future. So, I would like the opportunity for the Council to sit there -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --as we had done with the other department heads that we do
in...approve, to have that opportunity to get to know them like Mr. Mateo says, to understand
their philosophies, understand their experience levels, and to really make, what I consider a
good, rational decision for this County. And again, that, that because that's the number three
person also, God forgive and I hope it never happens but if it was, that person starts to lead this
County. And so, with that in mind, I would very much agree with Mr. Mateo that these two in
particular I'd like to see the Council be part of the approval process, yeah. So, thank you,
Mr. Chair for my opportunity.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Before I call Mr. White, you know, your Chair is planning to defer
both this and the next item and bring it up again, and I say that...I just want to say that because I
don't have a problem since I don't plan to ask for a decision this morning on this considerations,
for you to give comment on either one of the.. .this two, either on the Planning or, or, or Finance
Department. You know, if it's a generic that applies to both, that, that's fine. You know, I, I'm
open to that and I know for Staff, they're going to go crazy trying to figure out how to do the
report, but I think it's similar discussion because it's a similar consideration although it's
regarding two different Department heads. I think the merits or the disadvantages of the
discussion will be similar, so the Chair is open to however you wish to provide your comments.
Mr. White?
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COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I don't have strong feelings one way or the other
on, on these measures, but having gone through the interview process with the, in particular with
the Corp. Counsel position, where we started. .where this body started off with some significant
concerns about, about Mr. Wong's perceived conflicts and, and capabilities since he had not been
involved in government before, I felt that the process that you helped us through was very, very
helpful, very worthwhile, and it gave us an opportunity to, to become comfortable with
Mr. Wong's appointment. And I think the process that you helped us through really gave the
public an opportunity to see who the person was that was being considered for this very
important position. And I think we would all agree, at least I feel, that Mr. Wong has proven to
be an incredibly capable, very fleet-footed, very surefooted legal leader for us so, you know,
once again, I think the process of this interview really brought to light many things that made us
much more comfortable with the individual. And I think that's a very helpful process because as
we went through it, so did the public -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: --and if we can do that for more of the, the picks of the Administration,
I think it helps public awareness, it helps educate the public and helps validate the picks made by
the Mayor. And I, I think it was a very healthy process to go through and I, and I think most
importantly, that the way it was done, was simply not political. You know, you helped us delve
in to all the various issues in a way that was fair, a way that was balanced, and a way that made
us all much more comfortable with the selection in the end. And the selections in, in every case,
have been proven to be very good selections. So, I thank you for the, the opportunity to make
my comments.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you, Mr. White. Mr. Carroll?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. I like the idea of the Council, you know, having
something to say about these positions, but I also have some really serious concerns. When you
have an election, like this last election and Mr. Arakawa was elected Mayor, he went and chose
his people well before he took office, and they were ready to begin actually working on
January 1 st . I'm really concerned about if we are going to through this process, what would be
the detrimental effect on the County if we do not have these positions--or we're talking about
even other positions, you know, management positions--not ready to go when we're sworn in.
That could really slow things down. If we are going to do this, there has to be something in
place to where these people can be put in place, I mean, really right away. And I mean, you
know, within the first two weeks or something when we hear it, or it's going to be really difficult
for our Committees to even operate because we won't have anybody to work with on the
Administrative side. I don't really know the answer to that. There are several possibilities; that
we allow the Mayor to make the appoint and it would be an interim appointment subject to
approval of the Council, so they could operate and then of course they would have to change
courses in mid-stream if we didn't choose that person. But at least there would be someone there
and the Administration would be able to go about the business that they need to do. But I think
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before we approve anything like this, that really needs to be addressed or we'd be shooting
ourself [sic] in the foot. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: You bring up a very solid point, Mr. Carroll. The County did go through a
situation that you described in the past, it was for the appointment of a Corporation Counsel,
under a previous Administration, and the Mayor gave an interim appointment, the name was sent
down, I think Council rejected the nominee three, four times. So, it has happened and again, you
know, they're going to have to go with temporary interim appointments until Council finally
makes the final decision, but it has happened in the past. I can tell you the Administration did
put in a temporary interim appointment; the departments were able to function; Council was able
to function. So, you know, it's something that we need to talk about, Mr. Carroll, and I can tell
you, it has happened, and the County has survived through the process that was set up for
vetment [sic] and approval of appointments.
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. And I agree with you and I realize, you know, what has
transpired. I just want to make sure that when we.. .if we do this, that it's very clear, the
procedures, how it's done, so we do not have problems in the future, inadvertently make
problems for ourselves. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Right, right. I'm with you on that. I'm with you. Thank you, Mr. Carroll.
Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes, thank you very much, Chair. Like Member White, I don't have any
strong feelings one way or another but I do have an experience. And that experience is having
been the CEO of a large organization, where I had to assemble my own team, and I kind of
equate what the Mayor has to do once the Mayor is selected or elected, has to put together a
team. And of course, it is really important that, that team be of the Mayor's choosing and that
they be people who he or she respects, feels are qualified and feels will be supportive of his ideas
and philosophies and you know, add to his ability or her ability to run the County. And so,
knowing that, I, I have mixed feelings -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --because while I think it was.. .and I totally agree with Member White,
it was a wonderful experience to.. .1, I really enjoyed the opportunity to approve, you know, the
folks that we do, and it certainly have me a real comfort level as to who they were and their
abilities. And like Member White, I had to learn about the people that were appointed and I
came to really appreciate their credentials and I felt very comfortable, but it was a lengthy
process and what I'm concerned about is what Member Carroll brought up and that is the time
and also the "what if'. You know, we were lucky, we had three interviews and they were all very
successful and we all felt really good when it was over, but none of us had the experience of -oh, my God, this is something we really don't want-- and the effects that would occur of that.
So, I want to think about this and I'm very excited to hear the comments of my colleagues.
Thank you.
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CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you, Ms. Baisa. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And yeah, I want to thank Mr. Mateo, you know,
for submitting this, and I'd like to see a maybe play-up, he was wanting to go with all
departments and I sort of concur and I agree. You know, I deal a lot with Public Works and
Environmental Management, and that would have been a nice process to run these people
through what we did with the interviews and it was a wonderful, open...you know, and we got to
know the person and hear them and see 'em...you know, put 'em on the hot seat and,
and._ 'cause we were all put there too ourselves as candidates in our positions. So, you know, I,
I heard, I thank Member Carroll for bringing up the point about well, what if -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --and we decide to not, you know, approve and then what happens.
But you know, but you also said back, back when, Board of Supervisors used to run these
departments. You know, I look at these executive assistants, I mean, they should have
knowledge and know-how and expertise. If they need to pick up that ball for that time being as
interim, you know, directors, then so be it. But as you said, you know, the government moved on
and nothing fell apart when, when that disapproval occurred at one point. So, I, I'm comfortable
that this process.. .1, I would like to see this, you know, move forward and again, I would support
Mr. Mateo if he wanted to go ahead and just run it through the whole gamut of all, because I'd
be, I, I'd like to see that also. So, thank you for this opportunity, Chair.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you, Ms. Cochran. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I appreciate hearing all the comments.
Sometimes it is good to go towards the end -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --because you get to hear everybody's thoughts. I just want to point
out that, that we, the Council, we're supposed to set policy. It's up to the Administration to
actually manage how, how they see fit, he or she. Ms. Baisa's correct. It's a team. That person
has to get their team that they're comfortable with. It's not us, up to us. It, it, it almost appears
as if we're going to try and micromanage again. I know that word comes up occasionally but
this is.. .it's up to them, the Ninth Floor set up their team. And as Mr. Carroll says, Corp.
Counsel is our Corp. Counsel as well, so I can see why we need to do Corn. Counsel.
Prosecuting Attorney, so-so. Water Department, I think that was part of the Charter amendment
so we just got stuck with that. I don't mind doing that; that's not a problem, but you see how
long it took us to do three Departments? Can you imagine 14 or 15 departments or 16 if we
come up with the auditor. ... (Chuckles)... So, we're talking a lot of departments and while one
non-appointment didn't bring the County down, what about 15? When we get down to the end
and it's time for budget already and the department just gets their department head, that's my
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biggest concern, is that we're taking on more and more that the people have elected the Ninth
Floor to do. I mean, it's their team. How would you like if in your business, your board of
directors says you can't hire A, B, or C; you have to hire who we approve? So, coming from a
business side, you, you hire the, the.. .or even a nonprofit side, you hire the executive director to
do the job. If the executive director doesn't do the job then you get.. .you deal with the executive
director. The people up.. .the people have voted for somebody on the Ninth Floor to do a job and
it's up to that person to pick their team. It's...I don't think we should have any real say. I know
we want to be able to take a look at all the people in all the departments, they are very important,
but it's the people that will, will decide ultimately when that...the Ninth Floor comes up for
re-election. So, I, I, I wouldn't support these two, unfortunately. While they are important
positions, it just seems like we're starting to get into micromanaging. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you for all your thoughts, Members. You know, as your Chair, I, I can just
share with you these things, yeah. And you make a good a point that the people elect a mayor
and the mayor has the ability to pull together a team of potential department heads to help direct
and manage our Administrative departments. I will tell you one of the reasons why I think you
should consider the proposal from Mr. Mateo as an advantage is that the departments continually
ask Council to relinquish authority to an Administrator to do Council decision-making. We are
asked to either give pre-appropriated consent, which means once the money comes in, it's
already...we already told them they can spend it, or they ask us to give them some of our
authority under the hope that it's gonna expedite or create greater efficiencies in processing some
kind of approval that Council normally gave in the past. Okay. If I'm going to give authority
away, I, I want to make damn sure I know who's going to get it and that they are going to
administer the authority I'm relinquishing in the manner that is still appropriate for the Council.
You know, we are asked to give Public Works Director a lot of our authority decision-making.
We are asked to give Planning Director a lot of decision authority from our arena of decision
authority. So, for me, I think it's appropriate that those that we giving some of our authority to
should be reviewed by the Council prior to being officially placed in position. They are there to
also carry out we telling them do on our behalf, not just the Administrative behalf. So, I,
I.. .either that or we should take back all the authority we've given departments and do it
ourselves, which I don't have a problem either. We going to work real hard, a lot longer, but, you
know, I knew what the job I was taking when I accepted it, so I don't have a problem with that.
But again, you know, I just need for you to think about it. You know, I mean, it's very subtle, it
comes in very small requests. I can tell you over my years serving the people of this County,
I've given up a lot of authority to an Administrative person that was under Council jurisdiction
and I would like to make sure that person is someone I'm comfortable with to administer on our
behalf. And I think there's certain positions that makes sense. Finance Director, you know, is
third in line, as Mr. Mateo said. Planning Director has a lot of authority we've given 'ern,
particularly through the changes in how we looking at certain components. You're working on
one component with TVR, Ms. Baisa works so hard on B&Bs, but we giving the departments
additional authority that was basically entrusted to the Legislative Branch. I would like to make
sure the director is someone I can depend on implementing the intent and policy of Council to
the best ability to adhere to that intent and policy of Council. That's what I'm looking for in, in,
when we go through this type of vetment [sic], if I can say. And I agree with you, I think the
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vetment [sic] process should be tight enough that there are deadlines that the Council needs to
make a final decision on a nominee I don't think we should string it out and be unfair to the
individual either or the Administration and the Mayor, but I think it's important enough and I
think it helps bring back confidence, integrity of our community by seeing that we doing our job
in ensuring we get the best people possible to do their job for the people's behalf. That's what
I'm looking for, building back integrity and confidence in our government. You know, there's
always the joke about... (inaudible) ...what is worse than a used car salesman? Oh, work for the
County. Okay. I don't think it's a joke. I take it seriously what we do. We impact people every
day what...with one of our decisions and so I take it seriously that this vetment [sic] is a part of
the process that may help us bring back those two things I crave for, integrity of government and,
and that the people understand and support that, their government. Ms. Baisa?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much, Chair. This is really a wonderful discussion, it,
you know, it presents many sides of an issue and that's why I like this process so much. Two,
two things. One is comment on the idea of interim. I'm concerned -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: --that if we, you know, move along with more interim people, like
Mr. Carroll says, you know, we, we would...they'd be appointed and then we go into our process
and we don't know how long that would take, depending on how many questions we ask, and
how, how, you know, how much time we can set aside. You know, if I were a candidate and the
Mayor asked me if I would come and be his Finance Director or his whatever director I wanted,
not the ones we don't normally look at and I had a really good job and we're hoping that the
person we get would be a person of high qualifications who is sought after, I would be a heck of
a lot more resistant to say okay if I knew I had this interim thing hanging over my head because
if it didn't work out, then what? So that's an issue.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: The other thing was we don't have any rule and I'm, I'm sorry but I
don't have any experience with this, do we have any rule at all in the removal of an inept or
inadequate person in charge of a department? You know, if we have the hiring, do we have the
firing?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Like the Water Director?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah. I know with the Water, but what about these other guys?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Water Director is unique, yeah, Ms., Ms. Baisa -COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yeah.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: --because, the way I understand the Charter and we got Mr. Kushi, the Water
Director is a unique position in the County, because it is, as I understand it, at this point in time,
it is the only position that to be hired and fired, you need both the Mayor and the Council to
agree. So, you need the Mayor to appoint and the Council to confirm, and you also need the
Mayor and the Council to terminate the, the Director of Water Supply. And I believe it was made
that difficult because, I believe the people, and sometimes they very smart, wanted to make sure
it was difficult to hire and fire directors so the director would do what it...what a director should
do, which is, the right thing to do for the people and not the right, the, the.. .what is more popular
thing for an Administration or a Council but to do what is the right thing. And that is why that,
to me, gave the, the Water Director some unique ability to perform regardless of what the Mayor
or the Council told him, because unless both branches agreed, you couldn't get...terminate that
position, that individual.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: What about the rest of 'ern?
CHAIR HOKAMA: The rest of 'ern, I would say, you know, if the Council really finds some, you
know, vagarious or you know, I mean, something to a point where the Council would consider a
resolution of no confidence in the appointment, you know, I, I would say that, you know,
or...you know, or a type of censorship or, what you call that, ostracizing from the, from the body,
you know, there's not much I think we can do unless they commit some kind of crime where it's
prosecutable. But other than that, I think though, you know, the strength of the Council is to pass
in open session a resolution of no confidence in a department head whereby you know, the
department head's going to have a hard time staying on the job once he goes through a public
scrutiny and, and, and, and the Council votes that he has.. .they have no confidence in the ability
of that person to perform, it's kind of hard for that person to still perform.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: ... (Laughter)... Yeah, yes. Thank you, Chair. It's just that, you know, I
was trying to match up the hiring and firing. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Just a follow...
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Just a follow-up with the conversation right now. So
then it's in the hands of the Mayor at that end, in the end?
CHAIR HOKAMA: I think the Mayor, you know, before the Council acts, if it became so serious, I
think the Mayor and his advisors would take it into, under consultation and like the Governor,
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make the appropriate adjustments in staffing, like the Governor is currently doing for his review.
I'm sure that the Mayor and his advisors would do the same appropriate adjustments if a
department head was not working out for, for the benefit of the people.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes, Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: According to the Charter, three have to have our approval -CHAIR HOKAMA: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: --Corporation Counsel, Prosecuting Attorney, and Water. The
three we appoint are the still the three that we can. .have to have our approval, if the Mayor
decides to remove them, have to be removed with our approval. That's the only three.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Except Corp. Counsel.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Corp. Counsel too.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Not removal.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Again, you know, we can, you know, review that and see if there's
recommendations we might want to move forward, but you know. .Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: Yeah. Yeah. Chairman, thank you very much. And, and the Members,
thank you for, you know, sharing, your, your thoughts on, on these two proposals. And that's
exactly what they are, proposals.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: The, the whole, the whole issue was really not to micromanage or fill
the Administration with fear that this is coming down the pike and be prepared for it. The whole
idea was, you know, when you take a look at the existing Council and the existing
Administration, you know, we work together, and that was the whole, the whole, the whole, the
whole, I guess, gist of it all, because I now have a new or a stronger working relationship based
on confidence, especially on those individuals that we interviewed, because I have a greater
insight on their abilities, their skill level, their thought process, and how they would function. I
think that is an extreme benefit for us. And it just makes working with them a lot easier and to
me that's what we're supposed to be all about. It's not them or us, it's we. And we need to work
together and that'll happen if we have a higher confidence level in knowing who the
administrators are. And for me, that's what this process was all about. So, it, it wasn't to, you
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know, instill fear; as a matter of fact, I did talk briefly on my two proposals with the Mayor, you
know, so, this is not a surprise by no means. But I, I just think it was important for us and, and
it's not only us who see the actual people work but a lot of the viewers who watch us. You know,
they had the opportunity to, you know, have a sense of our questions and seeing the responses,
so, you know, it, it was all a means of being a little more participatory for, for us, and Mr. Carroll
brings up, you know, legitimate concerns that still needs to be looked at. But we continue to
provide the open process and you know, just like everything else, you know, we have different
points of view, and this is just, as I said, a proposal for consideration because I think, I think it is
wan anted for consideration at this point. So, thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you, Members.
-

CHAIR HOKANIA: Okay. Thank you. Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair. Like Ms. Baisa, I have some concerns about
reducing the field of potential applicants if you're, if you're given a tentative position or one
that's subject to approval, so I'd...as we move forward, it might be important for us to put into
these measures a time, a shorter timeframe or a short timeframe within which we respond.
Because I think whatever we can do to tighten up our side of it will help the Administration by
not providing a, an uncomfortable situation where they're, they're having a hard time finding
people who are willing to put their lives on the, you know, on the side burner for a while as they
go through the process.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: Thank you, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Chair?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Okay. Looks like we still got more comments so the Chair will allow
Members to continue. Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Thank you. And I agree with Mr. White, you know, if we put
specific timetables for which, you know, and for whatever appointees, I think the first week of
Council session should be dedicated to things of that nature so it's done. I mean, no, there's
other committees but, to me, that is so imperative that we dedicate the time and whoever the
Council Chair is, that the Policy Committee --boom-- make that time the first week or so of the
new session to strictly go over things of that nature to make sure those approvals are done on a
timely manner and if they're disapproved, giving the Mayor an opportunity to find somebody
else to replace it, replace that first, initial nominee, yeah?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, I agree with Mr. White, we have to make sure we tighten it up
and again, to me, the real important positions as stated, would really be the person right under the
Mayor, which is the Managing Director and number two would be the.. .and number two and
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number three, because, God forgive, if something was to happen to the Mayor, something was to
happen to the other person, all of a sudden these people are elevated into a position of leading
this County.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I understand.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Okay. And, that's, that's really important. I am not so worried
about Water Director. I am not so worried about some other positions, you know, although, if
some people want everybody, fine. I think that may be too encumbersome [sic], but somewhere
these positions could, in reality, become the leaders of this County through an emergency basis,
through illness or God forgive, anything more tragic, then these are the people that going to lead
this, this government, this County until we are able to replace that individual. So I think it's very
important we get to know these people. It's very important that we understand and the
transparency for the public's viewing.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: So, I, I, I have concerns to do everyone. I think that may be too
far overboard, but I'd like those top-ranking set in the Charter, those people, these are the ones
that could lead this County, we should, and the public should know how they work, how
they...what kind of people they are, what their experience is, this is very important. To me,
that's very important. Yeah, grant you now, you know, like Ms. Baisa said, maybe we'll pare
down some and some people who are really good won't want to take that chance; however, if we
say within the first week we make the decision, yea or nay, and focus on that and that only, then
that person really maybe don't, don't have that behind the eight ball waiting a month or so like
we did with some of the other appointees, yeah? So anyhow, just something to think about, I
think that's something very important overall is all the comments today are very good. Every
one of us have our opinions, as you stated, Chair. Most important thing is transparency and
reliability in the face of tragedy. And you know, like the United States government, like the State
government, they have specific people who will take over should something happen, and that's
what we may have to ensure and those.. .that has to be really transparent, I think that's very
important. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Okay. Thank you very much. Ms. Cochran?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair, for this opportunity again. And you know, again,
I, I support this and it is just to elaborate on an open process, not just for ourselves as the Council
members but yes, the community and the public at large. And so, in regards to the, you know,
the, the concern about the reluctance of people accepting the, you know, the, the position due to
having to be confirmed by us and this and that, you know, I think of the people who we did put
through this process this time around had prior jobs and they weren't...you know, as far as I've
been in the, the workforce, I never quit or left a job without something to fall back on so there's
always that in the background, in case things didn't work out. And so, I think a lot of people,
you know, deal with their lives this way, professionals and, and you know, successful people.
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I. .so I don't really see that, but what I'd like focus on is what Mr. Mateo had, had elaborated
once again is just keeping this an open, you know, type of process. So, but I agree that this
should be sort of fast tracked and made sure that we set priority to address it, you know, getting
out the gate and making sure it is in a, in a fair, you know, timely manner. So, that is of extreme
importance in, in case of the fact that we say no -CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --at that point so, I just wanted to toss those comments in. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKANIA: Thank you. Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you, Mr. Chair. I just wanted...great comments all around. I
just wanted to remind the Members that every one of the ones that we're talking about here at
least have some Charter minimum qualifications so -CHAIR HOKANIA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: --I mean, there are some checks already, that there are minimum
qualifications. And again, I just want to put out there, if you are a chief executive officer of a
company or executive director of a nonprofit, would you want your board telling you who your
team can or can't be? That's my biggest concern to everybody out there. It's a team that, that
person who's elected wants to put together. So, those are my comments. Thanks.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Couch. Anything else, Members? I, I really appreciate the, the
comments and, and you know, not all of us are, you know, think alike, and that's very healthy. I,
I think what may be the end result is going to be even better than maybe the original concepts
since, you know, we having nine points of view working on it. But I believe every Member's
intent is in the right, is in the same direction, you know, we want to do what is best for our
community and our people. So, Members, if there are no further comments at this time, is there
any request that you wish the Chair to follow up on regarding either 10(4) or 10(5) prior to the
next meeting? Okay. So, with that being said, with no objection, Members, the Chair is going to
defer Policy Items 10(4) and 10(5).
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: JP).
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. We will defer those two items.
ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: We have one last item, which is Policy Item 1(18), which is a litigation matter, but
before we start that, let's take a recess. You want five minutes, Members?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: That's fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Ten minutes? What, what is your preference?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: Ten.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Ten.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ten minutes and then we'll finish up with litigation matters. We will be in
recess. . . . (gavel). . .

RECESS: 10:29 a.m.
RECONVENE: 10:46 a.m.
CHAIR HOKAMA: . . . (gavel). . . The Policy Committee for November 2, 2011, shall return to order.

ITEM POL-1(18): LITIGATION MATTERS

(SPECIAL COUNSEL AUTHORIZATION AND

INDEMNIFICATION AUTHORIZATION: JACK' JURA V. COUNTY OF MAUI, ET AL.;

CIVIL 11-00338 SOM RLP) (C.C. 11 30)
-

CHAIR HOKAMA: We have one last item for today's agenda, Members, that is Policy Item 1(18). It's
under the heading of LITIGATION MATTERS. This is regarding the Special Counsel
Authorization and Indemnification Authorization for Jacki Jura versus County of Maui, et al.,
Civil No. 11-00338 SOM RLP. Members, I know we had this item before us in a previous Policy
Committee meeting; there has been some changes regarding this case and that we will have
appropriate Counselors give you comments. If there is a need for executive session, your Chair
will ask for that to receive confidential and pertinent information regarding this item. You do
have before you a request of a resolution AUTHORIZING EMPLOYMENT OF SPECIAL
COUNSEL COX FRICKE A LIMITED LIABILITY LAW PARTNERSHIP LLP, IN JACKI
JURA VERSUS COUNTY OF MAUI as well as a proposed resolution entitled,
INDEMNIFYING BENJAMIN M. ACOB AND MARIE J. KOSEGARTEN IN JACKI JURA
VERSUS COUNTY OF MAUI, ET AL., CIVIL NO. 11-00338 SOM RLP. This morning we
have Mr. Rost from Corporation Counsel as well as Ms. Lutey. So who was.. .who will give us
the opening comments? Mr. Rost?
MR. ROST: I, I will.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Will you please do so?
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MR. ROST: Thank you. As, as the Chair indicated, there are two separate issues here. One, the
retention of outside counsel. I'll start with that. Just briefly and if we want to get into more
detail we can go into executive session. But the outside counsel who's been retained, Peter
Cahill, Cahill and O'Neill, is withdrawing from this matter due to a conflict, so we are looking to
hire this big finn of Cox and Fricke to, to replace Cahill and O'Neill. The other issue is the
indemnification. We have two former County employees, former Prosecuting Attorney
Ben Acob and former Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Marie Kosegarten, who've been named as
defendants in this matter, and in order to continue the...in order to continue the, the case in its
normal course, we're going to, we need to indemnify them. If we do not indemnify them, there
would be some consequences that we can, we can discuss in executive session.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. That is regarding changing special counsel. Is there anything you or
Ms. Lutey want to give comment on open session regarding the second request for
indemnification authorization, Counselor?
MR. ROST: I, I don't think so, Mr. Chair. I, I, think we should probably discuss that in executive
session.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Ms. Lutey, you...do you have anything you wish to comment at this time?
MS. LUTEY: No thank you, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Let's see, we do have Mr. Kim. I don't have a problem unless there is
something from either you, Ms. Lutey or Mr. Rost, regarding consideration of Mr. Cox for. .to
replace Mr. Cahill as special counsel. Is there anything that you feel needs to be done in
executive session regarding this consideration?
MR. ROST: Only if there are questions regarding specifics about the case or things like that. Mr. Cox
is, is very experienced in this area and, and the Department believes he would be very qualified
to be the outside counsel.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Well, we do remember him from another case that he did a good job for the
County, I should say for the Council, so we, we are aware of Mr. Cox's abilities, so we thank you
for that. Members, regarding the first component of this item for today, regarding the changes of
special counsel, the Chair would also note that there is a change in compensation. Okay. We're
doubling the level of compensation that is being requested to you. Okay. So, that is one other
major difference I wish to point out, besides changing the special counsel, we are changing the
level of compensation. And so I will open the floor and allow the Members to ask questions that
is allowed under open session. Mr. Cox [sic] is here. We have Ms. Lutey, Mr. Rost to help assist
in responding to your questions and concerns and if need be, we will enter executive session.
Okay. Ms. Baisa?
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COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Yes. Thank you very much, Chair. Chair, I don't really have a question
about changing the counsel, but I do have a question about changing the compensation. Can
somebody explain to us why?
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Counselors, who's going to respond to Ms. Baisa's question, please?
MR. ROST: I can, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Rost?
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you.
MR. ROST: Cahill and O'Neill had agreed to a flat fee arrangement so they were going to be paid
$50,000 no matter what, whenever the case resolved. In this case, Mr. Cox is going to be on an
hourly fee arrangement, so we, we've said that, at this point we think $100,000 is sort of going to
be the maximum. It could be less. The case could resolve sooner before he bills us $100,000, so
he.. .the Department tried to get a flat fee arrangement with Mr. Cox as well but he.. .we weren't
able to negotiate that, so right now we're just under an hourly fee arrangement.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Thank you very much. So if he doesn't use the hours, it's not like a
retainer, he's gonna.. .he, he won't collect it?
MR. ROST: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Now what happens if he goes over? You have to come back and ask
again?
MR. ROST: We would, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Mr. Carroll, any questions for...regarding this item on special
counsel?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: Not in open session, thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you. Ms. Cochran, questions in open session?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Couch?
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Thank you. I don't know if this is an open session or not so...
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CHAIR HOKAMA: Ask the question and we can decide.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: We did hire another attorney first and then this person revealed a
conflict of interest? I don't know how that...I mean...
MR. ROST: I, I think explaining the specifics of exactly what happened would probably be best done in
executive session.
COUNCILMEMBER COUCH: Okay. That's fine.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Mr. Mateo?
COUNCILMEMBER MATEO: No, no, Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. Victorino?
COUNCILMEMBER VICTORINO: No, not at this time.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Mr. White?
COUNCILMEMBER WHITE: No, sir.
CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. As you've heard earlier comments from our Counselors regarding the
indemnification request portion, they prefer that this discussion and exchange of information be
done in the executive session. And so, Members, as allowed pursuant to Section 92-5(a)(4) of
the Hawaii Revised Statutes, which allows us to consult with counsel on questions and issues
pertaining to the powers, duties, privileges, immunities, and liabilities of the County, the
Council, and this Committee, your Chair is going to request for executive session. Mr. Canon?
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER BAISA: Second.
CHAIR HOKAMA: I have a motion by Mr. Carroll, seconded by Ms. Baisa to enter into executive
session. All those in favor, please say, "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: "Aye".
CHAIR HOKAMA: Opposed, say, "no"? Motion is carried with eight "ayes", one excused,
Mr. Pontanilla.
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VOTE:

AYES:

Chair Hokama, Vice-Chair Carroll, and Councilmembers
Baisa, Cochran, Couch, Mateo, Victorino, and White.

NOES:

None.

EXC.:

Councilmember Pontanilla.

ABSENT: None.
ABSTAIN: None.
MOTION CARRIED
ACTION: APPROVE; RECESS open meeting and CONVENE executive meeting..
CHAIR HOKAMA: We shall stand in recess of open session to enter into executive
session. . . .(gavel). . .

RECESS: 10:55 a.m.
RECONVENE: 11:22 a.m.
CHAIR HOKAMA: . . .(gavel). . . Policy Committee shall return to open session. This is the meeting
of November 2, 2011. We are on Policy Item 1(18), Litigation Matters (Special Counsel
Authorization Indemnification and Authorization of Jacki Jura Versus County of Maui).
Members, we have just adjourned from executive session. Is there any further need for questions
or comments to our Counselors regarding the specific request of one, the hiring of special
counsel Joachim Cox to represent the County of Maui in...to represent defendant
Marie Kosegarten in this matter as well as a request for indemnification of Benjamin M. Acob
and Marie J. Kosegarten? Okay. There being none, it is your Chair's recommendation to you
that we defer this matter. Your Chair has put forth a proposal to the Council for this coming
Council meeting for the Council to make a decision on this specific request. So, if there's no
questions for our Counselors or to your Chair, your Chair will be deferring this matter. Any
objection, Members?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS (excused: JP, MPV).
CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. This matter is deferred. And we'll allow Counsel to make their
consideration if it approves the discharge request.

ACTION: DEFER pending further discussion.
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CHAIR HOKAMA: There being no further business of this Committee, this meeting is adjourned.

(gavel)..
ADJOURN: 1 1:23 a.m.

APPROVED:

"G RIKI HOKAMA, Chair
Policy Committee
pol:min:111102
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